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Stay young-looking naturally with this easy 5-minute exercise routine. These proven methods will
strengthen the muscle groups around your throat, mouth, eye, eyebrows, and forehead. 64 web
pages (all in color), 8 1/2 x 10 1/4. Full-color, step-by-step photos demonstrate 21 exercises to set
your chin and throat, fortify the muscle tissue around your eye, and work on your whole face.
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Keeping the Wrinkles at Bay I first got this amazing and easy-to-follow reserve years ago when
We didn't have a hint of wrinkles. I utilized it for a couple weeks, then sort of laid it apart.
Recently my 80-year-old mother-in-law was around and was complaining about wrinkles around
her mouth. I began this regimen and within 2 weeks folks are asking questions "what exactly are
you doing to look younger", etc.Since I am now mid-50's, I made a decision to try to get trip of
my extra chin plus some wrinkles from my mouth area to chin. I pulled the reserve out,
demonstrated her some exercises, and she started Within a few days, you could visit a
difference. I noticed an older woman on M.I've already given some of these books to some of my
massage clients.Do it now! It works! Connie nothing to loose i'm optomistic yoga for the facial
skin I do a little of these exercises each day and I do visit a difference around my mouth and
eyes.... DO NOT PASS THAT ONE UP I chose this book in reference from a friend. Replacing my
old well used copy. I was extremely surprise regarding the clarity of the information provided.
The pictures are obvious and the techniques are easy.! Five Stars It was a gift & All you need is
yor publication and a mirror and you are on your way. Happy, thanks a lot friend.. Plus I get a
laugh out of looking as a pretty female making clown faces!. The idea sounds practical.... The
exercises are great and easy to accomplish The exercises are great and easy to accomplish. And
they work. Three Stars IT'S OK Douglas show with what she said were great results and then I
bought my first .albeit for only a shout time.! BUT you have to do them! If you are looking for
something that's easy and functions, then this is actually the publication for you. A few of the
others obtain too specialized and bore you with too much text and no examples. Douglas display
using what she said had been good results and then I purchased my first copy. A whole lot
cheaper than all those creams and peals etc. Reserve is new and well packaged and came in
time.. She was so adamant that I try it, so I did. They may not be availble all that much since I
think they are out of printing now. I obtain for gifts sometimes but since mine is normally frayed
I'll keep this one, probably. I hope the exercises can help. I in fact do several of the additional
exercises aswell and my encounter feels a lot more elastic and healthy, and is certainly toning
up. the average person was very pleased with it. She looked great if it were true, but who
knows?.. best ever perfect
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